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Abstract

The vapor pressures of several metal chelates of acetylacetone,

trifluoroacetylacetone and hexafluoroacetylacetone were measured in the

temperature range 400 to 1400 by the effusion and isoteniscope

[ methods. The results showed large differences from the literature

values, where available, and a qualitative discussion is offered to

illustrate the major sources of error in the experiments.

A cxmparison between the experimental vapor pressure trends among

the chelates and the observations made with regard to the order of

elution of the chelates in gas chromatography showed that for the

chelates of a given metal atom, the volatility increased with increas-

ing fluorination of the ligand and the time for elution from the

erMatographic column decreased.

vi
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I. Introduction

Metal coordination coounds with organic ligands are of great

interest in physico-chemical research because of their unusual proper-

ties. While they contain central metal atoms and have comparatively

high molecular weights, they nevertheless behave in a manner similar

to organic compounds. With the special class of chelates in the

present studj, where the charge on the ligand cancels the charge on the

metal, insolubility in water, and solubility in non polar solvents are

characteristic. In addition, these chelater are surprisingly volatile.

The purpose of this thesis is to report t.'e vapor pressures of

several metal chelates measured by the effusion and isoteniscope

methods, and to correlate the results with the experimental observa-

tions made by Sievers, et.al.(l) on the behavior of the oomplexes in

gas-liquid chromatography columna.

The ligands in all the chelates etudied are acetylacetone, tri-

fluoroacetylacetone, and hexafluoroaoetylaoetone. Acetylacetone is a

-diketone having the structure:

CH3-C- cH - c-CHb CH C-C CH'uC-CH3
oI o Ii i

O, 0

(keto form) (el form)

Euilibrium favors the enol form sinoe it has a stabilisation warly

3.9 kilocalories per mole higher t'an the keto fora(2). Aoetylaoetone

and its fluorinated derivatives are bidentate igands; these ligand

are bonded to the metal atom through the two oxyen atom., thereby



forming a chelate ring. Sterochemically, the bivalent metals gener-

ally react with two molecules of ligand to form square planar or

tetrahedral complexes. Some of the bivalent metals form octahedral

7complexes with attached neutral groups at the polar positions. The

trivalent metals react with three ligand molecules to form octahedral

complexes.

Many theories to describe and account for the bonding in these

complexes have been advanced and following is one of the simpler

deEcr'-ptions. Atomic chromium has the electronic structure.

1. 2 , 2a 2 , 2p6, 3s 2, 3p 6 , 4s, 3d 4

When the chromium(II) ion reacts with the ligand, it replaces the

hydrogen on one oxygen to form a covalent bond. The remaining pair of

unshared electrons on the other oxygen goes into the 3d orbital. Since

three ligand molecules react with one ohroniun(III) ion, the total

number of electrons supplied by the ligand is twelve, six of which form

three covalent bonds, and the other six complete the 3d orbital of the

chromium atom. The chelates are oalled inner complexes if the charge

on the metal ion is exactly atched by the sum of the charges on the

liganis so as to form a neutral species.

Associated with the chelates are swerml problems involved with

the determination of their vapor pressures. One of these problem. is

outpassing of the sample. If a static method such as the iooteniecope

is used and the sample is improperly outgassed, the apparent vapor

pressure values obtained will be higher than the true vapor presmwe.

Another problem is the possibility of reaotion of the ohelate with ite

swrountings. In the effusion method# thee is the possibility of the

ehelate reacting with the walls of the effusion cell. For the

2
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isoteniscope, there is the possibility of reaction vItn the confining

liquid, especially mercury.

The effusion method was chosen because of its apparent simplicity.

The isoteniscope method was chosen not only for its apparent simplicity

but also bcauge values for the vapor pressurez Cf 6 Aik-tons chelates

in literature sources were obtained by this method. In addition,

neither method requires elaborate and complex apparatus.

The vapor pressures of five cholates were measured by effusion,

Lnd of one chelate by the isoteniscope method. Benzoic acid was used

as a standard for both methods.

Knudsen Effusion Method. The Knudsen effusion method ( 3 ) has been used

extensively for the measurement of vapor pressures of metals.

Egerton ( 5 ) used the method to determine the vapor pressure of cadmium

and mercury, Pil.Ai(6) for calcium, and Lancir( 7 '  ) for electric-

ally heated filaments. The method has also been used for the vapor

pressures of organic crystals by Swan and Mack ( I ) , in reaction studies

such as the thermal decomposition of bod-xm carbonate by Motafeldt ( I I ) ,

and in the observation of reactions occurrirg on thoriatod oatodeos by

Hoch and Johnston

Basically, the effuzion method is straightforard. The ouOm d

to be observed is placed in a cell covered with a cap whIch contain a

small hole of knmn area and wall thiakness. During operation, the

cell is placed in a vacuum system and the sectlon oontainind the aell

'a maintained at constant tayerature. With a knowledge of the

teqperature of the effusing vapors and the time for a knwn aunt of

material to effuse out of the ceUl, the vapor presime can be

3
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calculated.

Isoteniscope M~ethod. The isoteniscope was first used by Smith arnd

Mnzies(l3) and later nriified by Booth and Halbedel.O1h). The i-ioteni-

scope has gteerally been used fur measurement of the vapor pressures of

liquids but the method ca-. be modified for solid compounds providing

that a non-reactig manometric fluid with a low vapor pressure can be

found. On one side of a suitabL, cor-^1rng liquid, the sample is

vaporized at a known tempt,,ature. Enough air or other gas is allowed

into the system on the other side of the confining liquid to null out

the difference in Levels. The pressure is then read on an external

manometer connected to the vacuum system. If mercury is used as the

confining liquid, small di:renoes in the mercury levels can be read

.directly with a catheybometer. In the present study, mercury is used

as the confining liquid because of the difficulty in finding an oil in

,which the chelates are not soluble.

Research on -4 -diketone Chelates. Metal chelates of A-diketones were

known as earl,- as 1887 when Comes(l5) synthesized several metal

aoetylacetonates. In addition, Morgan and MOss(l 6), Charles and

pawlikoWski(l7),. and many otaer,;, synthesized numerous chelates of

aoetylacetone and postulated models for their molecular structure

based on the properties they observed.

Not until recently h.J any extensive research been done to measure

the vapor pressures of the ohelgtes. In 1959 Berg and Truemper(18)

reported the vapor presaures of aluminum, cobalt, copper and other

,A -d katone chelates with various groups substituted onto and in place

~ithe methyl oar-bons on the .igand, iin a study of the volatile
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characteristics of these cozkolexes. The vapor pressures were measured

with the isoteniscope. Wood and Jones(2) used the isoteniscope to

measure the vapor pressures of several terralent transition metal

acetylacetonates in o,der to evaluate the coordinate bond energies and

inner orbital splitting in the chelates.

Other research includes the evaluatLon of the heats of combustion

and bond energies of several AO-diketonates of iron(ITI) by Farrar
and Jos ( 9  Sievers, et.al. ( 20 ) reported the infrared spectra of

metal chelate compounds of hexaflucroacetylacetoae. Sievers and

othars ( 1 ) have also done extensive work in the field of gas-liquid

chromatography tGLC) of metal chelates. They showed that the order of

elutlon of the chelates of a given metal atom was hexafluoro (hfa),

trifluoro (tf a), and acetylacetonate (acac), respectively. Sievers

also demonatrated the feasibility of separating complex mixtures of

metals with similar properties by chelating the mixture with H(hfa) and

separating the chelate. by chromatography. As an example, several

mixtures of metal trifluaroacetylaeetonates were separated; further-

more, the separation of mixtures of the rare earths was postulated.

Also, it was shown that mixtures of cis and trans isomers of a metal

chelate could also be separated by MLC. Senaitivity of detection by

the electron capture detector has been demonstrated to be of the order

parts per billion(32'33'34)

5i
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II. Theory

Effusion Method. From the amount of material, G (grams), which effuses

out of a hole of known area, A (cm2 ) in time t (sec), the vapor press-

ure of the material can be calculated from the equation (3):

where P1 is the pressure of the saturated vapor in the cell, P2 is

the pressure in the vacuum system above the effusion orifice, and D is

the density of the vapor at the temperature of the experiment and at a

pressure of one dyne per square centimeter. W1 and W2 are the resist-

ances to flow of the effasion orifice and the tube T (see Figure 1).

Since the cross sectional area of the tube T is much larger than the

area of the effusion orifice, W2 is negligible with respect to WI,

which is given by:

~ (2)

Using the ideal gas law, one obtains the following expression for D:

-D = RT/\ (3)

where R is the gas constant in ergs, T is the absolute temperature in

degrees Kelvin, and M is the molecular weight of the effusing species.

If the system pressure is negligible with respect to the vapor

pressure of the material, substituting Eq (2) and Eq (3) into Eq (1)

yields the Langmuir equation.

At 2T / (4i)

6
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EFFUSION APPARATUS

/T
17.78 CM

5 CMIN

Aj

_ _ B

1CM

7
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It is noted that in addition to the assumptions mentioned above,

Eq (4) is strictly applicable only to an "ideal" system. The equation

does not consider the possible resistance to evaporation represented by

a low accommodation (evaporation) coefficient for the evaporating sur-

face or the resistance exerted on the effusing gases by the main body of

the cell. Also, the equation does not consider the possible reflection

of molecules back into the hole from the walls of the vacuum system.

This effect is made negligible by having the walls of the system remote

from the effusion orifice. Eq (4) neglects the possible reflection of

molecules back into the cell from the walls of the orifice; that is,

the equation is strictly applicable only to a hole of infinitesimal

thickness. Clausing(21) studied the vapor transport through right

circular cylindrical channels and calculated values for a factor to be

multiplied by the observed chamael area to form an effective area. The

Clausing factor is a function of the length-to-radius ratio of the

channel. Clausing showed that if this ratio were small, the fraction

of the molecules entering the channel that is reflected back would be

negligible. Whitmank22) and Motzfeldt(ll) extended Clausing's studies

to effusion cells and orifices and developed a correction factor to

account for the re-emission of effusing material from orifice and cell

walls back to the vapor source. Carlson(23) re-examined the degree of

vapor saturation within the cell using a model similar to that of

Clausing, but did not make the restrictive assumption of a linear

pressure gradient in the cell as did Clauuing. Carluon found that if

the orifice area is small relative to the cross sectional area of the

cell and if the vaporisation coefficient of the evaporating material is

near unity, the vapor in the cell could be considered as saturated.

8
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Winterbottom and Hirth(2 4 ) questioned the assumption Clausing made that

a molecule striking a site, on the cell wall, for examle, would be

reflected from the same site. They postulated that there is a high

probability of adsorption and surfaoe diffusion such that re-emission

of the molecule occurs at a site removed from the point of impingement.

This results in a model in which transport of material through the

orifice occurs both in the vapor and solid states. They developed

expressions for calculating the contribution to the total flow observed

made by surface diffusion. The true vapor pressure is then calculated

from the net vapor phase effusion flux. It was shown that the contri-

bution to the total flux by surface diffusion becomes more important

for small orifice radii. Finally, Eq (4) and the above calculations

and correction factors are used when free molecular conditions exist

within the cell orifice. This means that there are no intermolecular

collisions in the orifice and interactions are limited to collisions 4
with the orifice walls. According to Knusen's criterion, such con-

dition exist if the mean free path of the vapor moleoles is of the

order ten times the orifice diameter.

Isoteiseop. Method. The Sith-Kenies isteniepe( 1 3 ) , later mo-

fled by Booth and Halbedel (14 ) by the addition of the tear shped

receptacle C and the stopcock B i shown in Figure (2). If the

apparent pressure on the sample side in Pa and the apparent preaure

* on the system side in Pb then the observed presoe differwae in the

manoeter is given byi

9
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Fi gure 2

ISOTENISCOPE METHOD APPARATUS

A

E

G H

10
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The observed deflection corrected to 200 C is given by:

P Poo d T ' (6)T 20

where d% and d2g are the densities of mercury at temperature T°C and

20 0 C, respectively. The observed reading mast be corrected for the

vapor pressure of mercury trapped on the sample side of the manometer.

In addition, if a "zero point deflection", i.e.: a deflection in

mercury levels at room temperature is noted, the observed deflection at

elevated temperatures must be corrected for this also. This "zero

point deflection" can be caused by several factors, neglecting for the

present time the possibility of decomposition of the chelate. If the

deflection is due to a trapped non-condensable gas, then a correction

must be made for expansion of the gas at higher temperatures. If the

trapped gas is a high vapor pressure impurity, re-purification of the

sample must be made by sublimation or another technique.

The final expression for the equilibrium vapor pressure at

temperature TOC is given by:

(Pe)T Pbs dl/do P- P (7)

where is the vapor pressure of merury at tempratuwe T0 C and

PO is the "sero point deflection" at room temperature. The plus sign

is used if the reury level on the saple side in tally bigher

than the level on the veeum side.

The basic assumption made is that no reaction eocurs between the

chelate and the asroury in the vapor phase or at the vnrey surface.

This is not necessarily a safe assumption because at least two possi-

ble reactions can be postulated. The first reaction is a wuzy

1-i
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cataljmed deomposition of the ohelate to form the free metal or metal

oxide and gaseous organic products. This reaction would obviously give

high apparent vapor pressures. A second reaction is the simple replace-

ment of the metal by mercury to form the mercury chelate and free metal.

Either irreproducible results or the appearance of foreign matter at

the surface of the mercury or elsewhere in the chamber can be regarded

as evidence that some reaction is uoeurring.

12
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III. Mg-mna and Results

The vapor pressures of Al(aca) 3, Al(tfa)3, Al(hf&)3, Cr(acac)3,

and Cu(tfa)2 were measured by the effusion method. The vapor pressure

of Cr(acac) 3 was also measured by the isotenisoope method (see Table 2).

Sources of A -diketone Chelates.

1. Aluminum aoetylaoetonate was prepared by R. E. Sievers according to

the method of Young(28) and purified by the author according to the

same reference by recrytallisation from benzene by the addition of

hexane. The observed melting point was 194-1950C (lit. 193-194O(31)).

2. Aluminum trifluoroacetylacatonate was prepared and purified by a

modification of the method of Norris, et.al.(29), for the prepaxation

of aluminum hexafluoroaeetylaotonate. The eoqound was reorystallised

in the same manner as above. The observed melting point was 120-1220 C
(li. 117001)).

3. Aluminum hexafluoroaeetylacetanate was prepared and purified

according to the method of Norris, et.al.(2 ). The observed melting

point was 72-740C (lit. 73-7.c(2°)).

4. *iromi aoetylaeetonate m syntheszed by R. L 3ieves and

recrystallised by the author aeoording to the method of Fe wmluas and

Blanch(30). The observed melting point was 215-2160 C (lit. 216°C0()).

5. opper trifluoroacetylaestonate was prepared and pified aooording

to the method of Staniforth( 1 ) by the addition of an aquaous solution

of oupric chloride to an aqueous solution of trIfnuoaeety1aetow

neutralised with amonium hydroxide. The oheLate was v1o etallised

from hot bensene solution by the addition of hexans. Th observed

melting point vas 196.-5 OC (lit. 200C

13
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Effusion Method. The apparatus used for the effusion method is shown

in Figure (I). The tubes T and B and the solid cylindrical cover C

are constructed of brass. The tube T is 5 cm in diameter and tube B

is wide and deep enough so that the effusion cell D fits snugly into

it. The brass cover C was used to insure that the cap of the effusion

cell was at the same temperature as the rest of the cell and the

receptacle B was designed to improve the heat conduction into the

effusion cell. The effusion cell was constructed of one-sixteenth

inch aluminum 1 =n in diameter and height. A hole of approximately

4 m diameter was drilled into the aluminum cap and a piece of

platinum foil 0.5 ails thick and 1 cm square containing the effusion

orifice was affixed to the cap with epoxy resin. The orifice was

positioned concentrically with the hole in the cap. Effusion orifices

of three different diameters were constrated. The diameters and

areas of these orifices are given in Table (1). The diameters were

measured with a traveling microscope, accurate to ± 1 x 10-3 m. The

number in paer thesis next to the value for the dianetor is the number

of observations made of the diameter.

After a period of operation the epoxy resin began to discolor.

The platinum foils were reoved from the caps with a rasor blade and

resealed with Oeasral Electric RTV-102 silicone rubber, which did not

discolor. The orifices were drilled with a micropress and polished

with 200 mesh alumina to limainate any burrs in the alls of the

orifice.

The brass tube T Is connected to ths glass vacuum system by an

O-ring oupling. Ot-Weoted to the Class syvtez are a diffusion pump

and convutionsl oil pW. The Slas system is joined to the diffusion

14'
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Table I

EffuionOrifice Diams~ions

OiieN.Orifice Orifice 2
Orifice No. (m) &Cft (am)

1 0.410 + 0.002(9) (1-317 + 0.0n) x 10-3

2 0.266 + 0.001(9) (556 0.021) x 10-4

3 0.313 + 0.001(9) (7.709 + 0.003) x lo-4
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pump through a large trap cooled with liquid nitrogen. The trap serves

to lower the pressure in the system as well as to keep vapors from con-

taminating the diffusion pump,

kt the start of each experiment, the cap and cell containing the

sample were weighed on a pan balance Wccurate to one-tenth milligram.

The can was placed into the receptacle B, covered with the solid brass

cylinder C and the tube T was connected to the vacuum system. With the

system at atmospheric pressure the sample was equilibrated at bath

temperature for at least forty five minutes. A foreputp was used to

bring the system pressure to about l0-4 mm in approximately 90 seconds.

This pressure was arbitrarily chosen as being negligible with respect

to the vapor pressure of the chelate in the cell D. The diffusion pump

circuit was opened to the system and liquid nitrogen was introduced

into the cold trap; the pressure decreased rapidly to 10- 5 or 10-6 mm

of Hg. At the eni of the experiment, the cell was removed from the

vacuum system and allowed to ooo2 to room temperature before weighing

again to eliminate any err -r in weight loss measurement due to bouyancy

effects of the cell or gases originally adsorbed on the cell and sample.

The vapor pressure was then calculated from Eq (1).

Temperatures wsre controlled with a Brookstat constant temperature

regulator. A spatula type heater immersed in a well-agitated mineral

oil bath was used. Reported temperatures are corrected for emergent

stem. Table (2) shows the common, IUPAC, and abbreviated names for the

chelates measured. Tables (3) through (8) show the vapor pressure of

benzoic aoid, which was used as a standard, and the chelates, with

literature oomparisons where available.

Data obtained with the effusion method were treated in the

16
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following maner. According to the Clausius-Capeyron equation(2 5 ),

if the heat of vaporization of a substance is assumed independent of

temperature, a plot of the logarithm of the vapor pressure versus

reciproal absolute temperature yields a straight line. The form of

the equation is:

lii Plmm) -AH,,p/RT + P, (8)

where 6H is the molar heat of vaporization and P.. is the logarithm

of the theoretical pressure at infinite temperature. The vapor

pressure data obtained were treated in a least squares computer program

to determine the empirical equation (8) and the molar heats of

vaporization. The literature values shown were obtained with the same

procedure as described above and back-calculation of the vapor press-

ures from the resultant empirical equation at the author's experi-

mental temperatures. The procedure of comparing experimental values

with calculated values from literature sources is justified if the

original literature measurements were made in the same temperature

range and with no phase change.

The limits of error given with the experimental values for the

vapor pressures were computed from four sources. These are: (1) the

error in measurement of the change in weight of the cell before and

after the experiment, (2) the uncertainty in the temperature of the

bath, (3) the error in measurement of the orifice diameter, and (4) the

error in run-time for the system pressure to become negligible with

respect to the pressure of the sample in the cell, arbitrarily chosen

as +90 seconds. No account is made for the error in time for the

system to return to atmospheric pressure ar this time was less than

17
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Table 3

Vapor Pressure of Benzoic Acid by Effusion

Orifice No. Ta 0 (Ref 2_1C

1 60.22 + 0.20 0.045 + 0.001 O.054**

1 70.36 + 0.20 0.126 + 0.002 0.132**

1 75.43 + 0.20 0.196 + 0.004 0.203**

1 80.31 + 0.20 0.283 + 0.007 0.304**

1 85.40 + 0.20 0.421 + 0m015 O.457**

n p(,u) - 28.7235 - 10,195.524/T

Arp - 21.0522 Koal/mole

In p(m) (Ref 27) - 27.5347 - 10,153.927/T

4Hp~ - 20.1748 Kcai/ioi.

* measured by the method of Menzies (35)

** calculated values

19
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Table4

Vapor Pressure of Al(acac) 3

vp(m) (Ref 18)
Orifice No. TM °C vp(m) (isotentspope)

1 60.23 + 0.20 <0.0010 0.705*

1 lOO.55 + 0.20 0.0086 + 0.0002 1.603*

1 110.20 + 1.00 0.0159 + 0.0003 1.918*

1 120.61 + 1.00 o.o4 + 0.0008 2.272*

1 130.74 + 1.00 0.0934 t 0.0019 2.669*

1 140.93 + 1.00 0.2206 + 0.0052 3.110*

in p(m) - 28.8904 - 12, 6 1.5800/T

AHIf - 25.0579 Kcal/mole

in p(zm) (Ref 18) - 7.3116 - 2551.0036/T

A - 5.0686 Koul/mole

* oaloulated values

20
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Table

Vapor Pressure of Al(tfa)

-rp() (Ref 18)
Orifice No. Teap (isotentacope)

1 80.27 + 1.00 0.0422 + 0.009 0.910*

85.24 + 1.00 0.0718 + 0.0015 1.091*

i 90.30 + 1.00 0.1251 + 0.0019 1.300*

1 0oo.51 + 1.00 0.3208 + 0.0090 1.823*

1n p(mm) 34.3475 - 13,252.9250/T

AH - 26.3322 Kcal/mole

in p(m) (Ref 18) 12.8552 - 4571.0136/T

AHP- 9.0821 Kca1/mole

* oaloulated values

~I

,
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Table 6

Vapor Pressure of Al(hfa)3

Orifioe No. Toye 0 C !

2 45.07 + 0.20 0.5787 + 0.0087

2 50.12 + 0.20 1.0356 t 0.0354

2 55.o8 + 0.20 1.7078 + 0.0581

In p(m) - 34.9700- 3.299731o! T

,&v %- 22.4q5i- Kcal/aole
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Table 7

Vapor Pressure of Cr(acao)

vp(i) (Ref 2)
Orifice No. Temp 0Crn (isotenisoope)

1 100.92 + 0.20 0.0017 t 0.0001 0.157*

1 120.64 + 1.00 0.0072 + 0.0002 0.236*

1 130.89 t 1.00 o.034 t 0.0003 o.285*

1 io.86 + 1.00 0.0306 + 0.0006 0.341*

in p(--) - 23.0354 - 1,013.9200/T

,Hvp " 21.8796 Kcal/mole

In p(i) (Ref 2) - 6.1647 - 2990. 6977/T

&E a 5.91422 Kca/mo1e

* calculated vlues
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Table 8

Vapor Pressure of Cu(tfa) 2

0 vp(=) (Ref 36)
Orifice No. TMM 0 (isotensope)

1 80.41 + 0.20 0.0058 + 0.0003 0.15*

1 85.5o + 0.20 0.0078 + 0.0002 0.75,

* approximate values read from a graph
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ten seconds.

With higher temperatures ard correspondingly higher volatilities,

smaller orifices and shorter : times were used so that all of the

chelate sample in the cell would not be lost to effusion. The total

error reported ranges from less than two percent up to five percent.

Isoteiiscope Method. The modified isoteniscope is shown in Figure (2).

The part A was connected to the vacuum system with a ground glass ball-

and-socket joint. The glass tubing D was constructed of 14 a outer

diameter pyrex tubing, and the tear shaped bulb C was large enough to

hold slightly more mercury than is required for the manometer 0 (about

20 cc). The glass tubing E was constructed oi 7' inner diaMeter

heavy walled pyrex for extra support of the mercury receptacle. The

straight vertical portions of the manometer F are about 50 - long and

the sample tube J was oonstrated of 20 a outer diaeter pyrex tubing.

The location B is a teflon stopcock fitted with Viton O-rings. The

curved portion of the manometer is circular with a radius of 35 M.

Before each eirimnt, the glass was cleaned first with nitric

acid, then chromic acid solution, washed with tap water and finally

distilled water. The apparatus was dried and paped on to remv water

vapor. A rubber stopper, previosly boiled in sodium hydroxide solu-

tion, was in place at I during this proedure. Sufficient lsen

mercury was decanted through B, with the stopcock bore removed, into

the receptacle C. The mercury was distilled into the waoiter 0

under vaeuim, by gentle heating.

The mercury was decanted back into C and the inmple was intro-

duced at I into the bulb H thirough a paper funnel which was used to
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prevent the sample from being deposited on the glass at I with

subsequent decomposition when the tubing is sealed off.

After the tubing at I was sealed off, the isot3nLscope was

immersed In a silicone oil bah to & sifficient depth tu cover the

point I. With the mer'oury in C, the system was pumped on to outgass

the glaes and sample. The temperatiLre seLected for tie bath depended

on the volatility cf the chelate being observed.

After cuta-sing the sample for approximately thirty minutes, the

mercury was redecanted into 0 until the mercury levels were half way

along the vertical porti.ons of the manometer. If the mercury .evels

were not equal at room temperature, the abore procedure for outgassing

the sample was repeated until the levels were the same.

At each temperature of observation, the system was allowed to

equilibrate for at least one hour. Many observations of the difference

in mercury levels at each te~mera tue were made with a cathetmeter

accurate o +C.0l m. The third decimal place in the vapor pressure is

estimat-d- After several observations the isoteniscope was gently

shaken to move the mercury levels in the manometer. This procedure

insured uniform meniscuses on the mercury. A thermistor controlled

spatula type heater was uned to control the bath temperature to

+03?C, and the bath was vigorously stirred.

Bonsoic acid was used as a standard. The vapor pressure results

am shown in Table (9), and the nurber in parenthesis next to the value

is the number of observations made of the difference in mercury levels.

The vapor pressure or chroun acetylacetonate is reported in

Table (10). This was the only ohelate examined by the isot&iscope

metbod In the present work.
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Table 11

Apparent Vapor Pres3ure Results for V E
Run Times M Effusion for Benzoic Acid at B5oC

Cell No. 1 Cell No. 2 Cell No. 2
(0.410 mm (0.266 mm Cell No. 1

Rum Time (hr) diameter) diameter) _____

1 0.4946 m 0.8210 mm 1.66

1.5 0.4962 0.8346 1.68

2.0 0.4814 0.7435 1.54

literature vrlue (27) for 850C is 0.457 mm.
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Knudson's criterion states that the mean free path of the mole-

cules be of the order ten times the effusion orifice dimensions for

molecular flow conditions to exist. The mean free path of benzoic acid

vapor molecules was calculated at 800 C. It was found that Knudsen's

criterion was not satisfied. Anomalously, even though the flow was

viscous, the experLental results for the vapor pressure of benzoic

acid from orifice number 1 agreed closely rith the literature values.

One cannot correct for the effects of viscous flow through the orifice.

since data on the viscosities of the effusing vapors are kot available.

Furthermore, it was calculated that at temperatures 600 0 and lower,

free molecular flow conditions existed for benzoic acid; however, there

was still a large increase in apparent vapor pressure in going from the

larger to smaller orifices.

The assumption made in the heat transfer calculation that a

steady state temperature distribution exists in the solid sample is

questioned. The larger the effusion orifice, the greater is the possi-

bility that the material evaporates at such a rate from the surface of

the substance that heat caneot be supplied at a sufficiently fast rate

to maintain the substance at or near the bath temperature. This means

that saturation would not occur and the effusion rate would not be a

constant as a function of time even though the ideal heat transfer

transient period was passed. The fact that organic compounds are

notoriously poor conductors of heat lends some weight to the above

supposition.

In sumuary, the phenomena of surface diffusion and self-cooling

vary inversely in their effects on the apparent vapor pressure when the

effusion orifice size is varied. It is believed that these are the
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chief contributors to the actual errors in the effusion method. At

best, then, the data given from the effusion method must be considered

approximate and the associated indications of precision are not

representative of the true experimental limits. TLe fact that orifice

number 1 (diameter - 0.410 n) gave values for the vapor pressure which

most closely agreed with the literature values is not sound Justifica-

tion that all results with this orifice are accurate. However, one

might expect that data obtained with this orifice are more accurate than

results obtained with orifices of smaller diameters. This assumption

is based on the evidence that even at relatively low tuaperatures,

where effusion rates were of the order 10- 6 grams per second, the dis-

crpancy in the apparent vapor pressures for different orifice diame-

ters still existed. Table (12) shows the results of this experiment.
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Table 12

Apparent Vapor Pressure of Benzoic
Acid under Molecular Flow Conditions

0
Orifice diameter (am) Orifice No. Run time (hr) Tom 0 M (m

0.41o 1 4 6o.22 0.0535

0.266 2 4 60.22 0.0729

vp(mm) orifice No. 2 1 3 6
vp(mm) orifice No. 1

literature value (27) for 6000 is 0.057 am.
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Isotenisoope Method. During the runs on benzoic anid, the surface of

the mercury became discolored on the sample side. Whether this was due

to outgassing of the sample or condensation of the vapor on the mercury,

or impurities in the acid itself, is not known, but the effect was to

suppress the meniscus. Gentle shaking of the isoteniscope removed the

discoloration. Considerable difficulty was encountered with the out-

gassing of the Cr(acac) 3 sample, and the procedure for outgassing

described in the experimental section was used several times until

reproducible results were obtained.

Difficulty was also encountered in consistently observing the

difference in levels of the mercury with the cathetometer. This was

due to the problem of adequately backlighting the meniscuses because

of.the refractive effects of the bath oil. Also, some error is intro-

duced due to differences in shape and height of the meniscuses. No

correction is made for meniscus effect and the shaking technique

described in the experimental section usually eliminated the effect.

The literature values are on the average two to three times

higher than the experimental values. One reason that the experimental

values may be low is due to the difficulty in reading the difference

in levels of the mercury consistently. This is coupled with the fact

that the chief contribution to the observed difference in levels is

made by the vapor pressure of the mercury, resulting in errors of the

same order of magnitude as the vapor pressure of the chelate. A

seoond explanation deals with the outgassing of the sample.

Truampe(1 8 ) reported in his work that sometimes the mercury levels

were different at room temperature. It seems likely that this in due

to improper outgassing of the sample, but Truemper simply subtracted
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this "zero point reading" from the observed differences at higher

temperatures. If the "zero point reading" was due to a trapped non-

condensible gas, then apparently no correction was made for the

expansion of the gas at higher temperatures. In the present work, data

were rejected and outgassing was repeated until the "zero point reading,'1

(2)
was negligible. Wood and Jones reportedly used the same procedure

as Truemper. If the sample is not properly outgasaed, the apparent

vapor pressures could easily be two or three times the true vapor

pressure.

Several times in this wrk, the differene, in mercury levels was

considerable at room temperature. The sample was equilibrated at some

higher temperature and the outgassing technique previously described

was used. When the original "saro reading" was subtraoted from the

observed difference in mercury levels after thorouh outgassing, the

result was a negative value for the apparent vapor pressure of the

ahelate. Obviously, the practice of subtracting a "sero point reading"

cannot be justified.

It is also noted that although the outgasing technique was

successful for the le volatile chromium ohelato, if such a techniqu

were used for the more volatile chelates, considerable sample loss

would probably occur. A better method for outgpasing the sample is to

sublime the chelate into the top of the sample tube at I (see

Figure 2), or to sublime the sample into a break-seal ampule and

introduce the sealed ampule into the sample tube.
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V. Conclusions and Future Work

From the discussion of theory on the effusion method it is readily

realized that the method is not quite as straightforward as Eq (1)

leads one to believe. Because of the considerations and restrictions

mentioned, the effusion method is only strictly applicable to the

determination of the vapor pressures of metals, for which heat corduc-

tion and other problems are negligible.

Even though the absolute vapor pressures in the present work must

be considered as approximate, the trends in the vapor pressure in going

from non-fluorinated to more exteasively fluorinated ligands on a given

metal atom parallel the orders of elution of the chelates in gas chroma-

tography; that is, the higher the vapor pressure, the shorter is the

elution time (see Table 13). It is concluded that the overall effect

on the elution times of the chelates in the chromatograph is probably

due to the volatility of the chelate rather than any large variations

in the extent of in+ enatin -dth the substrate in the column. The

possibility of a reaction occurring between the chelate and the mercury

must be considered in the isoteni scope method. In addition, the use of

mercury, a high density liquid, as confining liquid obviates the

greatest advantage of the method for the determination of small vapor

pressures.

Research in masuring the vapor pressures of #-diketone chelates

is presently being conducted in two main areas at the Institute of

Technology. Thee are, (1) the refinement of the isotenisoope method.

A survey of the solubility characteristics of the ohelates in various

low viscosity, low vapor pressure oils is being undertaken to find a

36
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Table 13

VaWr Pressures fZffusion

A1(amac) 3  100.55 1.603 165 1*

Al(tfa) 3  i0.J5 1.823 106 4.25

il(hfa)3  55.08 1.708 50 4.4*

* column length of one foot
ecolumn length of five feet
estimated equivalent one foot column length elution time in 0.9
minutes.
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more suitable manometric fluid than mercury. he oil would give a

larger apparent reading at each temperature, and the lower surface

tension of the oil on glass would eliminate errors associated with the

mercury meniscus. Also, the possibility of reaction with the oil would

be much less likely. The survey showed that Cr(aoac) 3 was partially

soluble in all the oils but was apparently least soluble in Apiezon C

oil at room temperature. Repeated attempts to reproduce values for

the vapor pressure of Cr(acac) 3 at 1200 C failed with the use of

Apieson C oil as confining liquid. This was due to the fact that the

lighter fractions in the oil were distilling out on the vacuum side as

a function of time. ThIs resulted in a region of higher density oil on

the vacuum side than on the sample side of the manometer; (2) the

investigation of other methods of measuring vapor pressure. Under

consideration are two null techniques. With one technique the deflec-

tion of a thin metal membrane caused by the pressure of the chelate

is nulled by the admission of air to the vacuum side and the pressure

is read on a manometer connected to the vacuum system. The null

8e&nzing device is a oaioaitance-induotance bridge circuit connected tc

the membrane. The second technique utilises the aneroid manometer

designed by Stowardson(2 6 ). The principles inrolved are basicaly the

sam as those described for the metal membrane only the sensing

device is a atrror-knife edge arrangement mounted on the glass membrane.

This device has the ixportan advantage that the metal chelate comes in

contact o.ay with g.ass surfaces.
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